The frame polynomials, because the weight P n is X n and of C n is Y n , i.e. the range of the weight function on F is in nite. Nevertheless, we conjecture:
Conjecture 2. On graphs of tree width at most k the frame polynomials can be computed in polynomial time.
It is not yet clear how the newly introduced interlace polynomials of Arratia, Bollob as and Sorkin ABS] t into our framework. For for graphs representing link diagrams the are also computable from the Kau man brackets, as shown in ABS]. Problem 2. Are the interlace polynomials computable in polynomial time on graphs of bounded tree width?
Finally, our methods may have some bearing on the search of complete invariant for graphs of bounded tree width. In GM99], it is shown that there is a graph canonization, and hence a complete graph invariant, for graphs of bounded tree width which is computable in polynomial time. However, this canonozation is not given as a graph polynomial. Problem 3. Is there a natural family Inv(k) of polynomials which is a complete invariant for graphs of tree width at most k? The family of frame polynomials and of permanent polynomials may be good candidates.
Proof (Outline). For the case that (G; X) is an MSOL-polynomial, we proceed as in CMR00b] , but compute in the polynomial ring R F , using a unit cost computation model for operations in the ring.
For the case that (G; X) is an MSOL-Farrell, we have to rework the proof of CMR00b] considerably. In this case the assumption that the covers are vertex disjoint and that the weights are given to the connected components of the cover are essential. Again we use the tree decomposition as the basis for an inductive computation, but we have to track the connected components of the cover on the way, which creates additional complications. This results from the fact, that neither the decomposition theorem a la Feferman-Vaught (as in CMR00b]), nor the automata theory approach (as in ALS91]) give us enough information on how to handle the various connected components of the F-cover. Instead, we exploit remark 1, after the de nition of k-tree decompositions.
The details will be given in the full paper. 4 MSOL-polynomials on graphs of bounded tree width
We now recall the de nition of tree width of a graph G = hV; Ei.
Tree width
General background on tree width may be found in Die96].
De nition 1. A k-tree decomposition of G is given as follows: (i) We have a rooted tree T = hT; fi, where T is a set and f is a function mapping nodes onto there father.
(ii) The universe V (G) of the graph covered by sets A t , with t 2 T and jA t j k + 1.
(iii) For every edge e = (x; y) 2 E(G) there is a t 2 T such that both x; y 2 A t .
(iv) For each x 2 V the set T(x) = ft 2 T : x 2 A t g is a (connected) subtree of T . there is a t 2 T with both x; y 2 A t . For xed k, checking whether G has tree width at most k (and if yes, nding a witnessing tree decomposition) can be done in polynomial time, cf. Bod97].
If we add unary predicates (labels) to G, the notion of tree width does not change. Therefore the tree width of a crossing diagram is just the tree width of its underlying graph. Also the tree width of an edge colored graph is, by de nition, the same as its tree width without the coloring.
The tree width of K n or K n;n is n ? 1. If the graph polynomial P(G; X) depends also on the complement graph of G, as is the case for the permanent polynomial perm or the hit polynomial, the restriction of P(G; X) to graphs of tree width at most k may seem to be meaningless.
Main theorem
Modifying the proof of CMR00b] for our de nition of MSOL-polynomials and MSOL-Farrell polynomials we get: Theorem 1. Let K be class of graphs of tree width at most k. Let (G; X) be a graph polynomial which is either an MSOL-polynomial or MSOL-Farrell.
Then (G; X) can be computed on K in polynomial time and even in NC. With each F-cover C of G we associate a monomial G 
The F-polynomial of G is now de ned as X C is an F?cover of G
G (C) (Farrell)
A Farrel polynomial is a substitution instance of an F-polynomial for suitable F. Often the value set of the substitution is assumed to be nite. Let F consist of the degenerate cliques K 1 and K 2 . A vertex disjoint F-cover C is an m-matching with m = m(C) the number of K 2 's in C. To see that the matching polynomial m(G; ) is a Farrell polynomial we put X K1 = 1 and
Other examples, with vertex disjoint covers, include:
(i) Rook polynomials of bipartite graphs, cf. Rio58]; Here F is like for the matching polynomial and contains two graphs.
(ii) The circuit polynomials, where F consists of all proper and improper cicuits, hence F is in nite.
(iii) The characteristic polynomial of a graph can be obtained as a special case of the cicuit polynomial with proper choice of the weight function, cf. Sac64,Far79b].
(iv) The subgraph polynomial, where F consists of all connected nite graphs. The frame polynomials are the vertex disjoint Farrell polynomials where F consists of circles C n : n 3, and paths P n , hence F is MSOL-de nable, but the weight P n is X n and of C n is Y n , i.e. the range of the weight function on F is in nite. They are not MSOL-Farrell. The bounded frame polynomials, de ned like the frame polynomials, but with F truncated containing only the C n 's and P n 's for n N, are MSOL-Farrell. This does not apply to the colored Tutte polynomials.
Clique and independent set polynomials
We follow HL94]. Let a k (G), a k (G) and b k (G) be the number of k-cliques, maximal k-cliques and k-independent sets of G, with a 0 (G) = b 0 (G) = 1. The clique polynomials C(G; x) the maximal clique polynomials MC(G; x) and independent set polynomials I(G; x) are de ned as
where the sum in the right most term ranges over the cliques, maximal cliques and independent sets, respectively. C(G; x) and I(G; x) were studied in various contexts by Complexity: It is easy to see that C(G; x) and I(G; x) are NP hard to compute and that MC(G; x) is ]P hard. In HL94] is is noted that for k-trees G one has
Here n is the size of vertex set V (G). Hence, for k-trees G the computation of the polynomial is trivially in P. We shall extend this result to partial k-trees,
i.e. graphs of tree width at most k.
Farrell polynomials
We follow and extend the framework given in Far79b]. Let F be a family of One could also consider non-connected graphs, but no reasonable examples occur in the literature (iv) tree (X; U; R): X is a spanning tree of the component U of G. 
Matching and rook polynomials
We follow God93,LP86]. The generating matching polynomials g(G; ), the defect matching polynomials m(G; ) and the rook polynomials (B; ) of a graph G, respectively bipartite graph B K n;n are de ned as A more general de nition still works for our main theorems, but the additional complications do not allow us to include this in the extended abstract where E ranges over the perfect matchings of G, T ranges over trees, and c(E) = (?1) sign( E) . The last equality is Kirchho 's theorem on determinants, hence, the coe cient c(E) can be avoided.
Similarly, the bivariate permanent polynomial perm (G; ; ; ) of a graph (without loops) G is de ned by 
Monadic Second Order Logic
For our further developments we shall require that both the family H of subgraphs and the case distinction be de nable in the formalism of Monadic Second Order Logic, as used in CMR00b].
For this we view our graph G as a two sorted structure G with vertices V and edges E is its universe. (ii) The hit polynomials, cf. God93]. Although they are generalizations of the matching polynomials, the polynomial depends on a bipartite graph B on 2n vertices and and the graph K n;n , hence the tree width of the combined object is again maximal. (iii) the frame polynomial of BP80,Par99], although this is a Farrell polynomial.
Here the reason lies in the weight function which gives a di erent formal variable to each of the basic graphs in F which is in nite.
(iv) the Martin polynomial on general undirected graphs, cf. EM98,Ver83]. Nevertheless we conjecture that on classes of graphs of bounded tree width these polynomials are also computable in polynomial time. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we introduce a general form of our polynomials, formulate the de nability conditions in Monadic Second Order Logic, de ne the MSOL-polynomials, and discuss some immediate examples. In section 3 we de ne the Farrell polynomials and discuss de nability conditions for Farrell polynomials. In section 4 we recall the de nition of tree width of a graph and state our main theorem (Theorem 1). In section 5 we discuss limitations of our theorems and open problems, and formulate various conjectures. The rst consists in establishing that the polynomial in question can be expressed in a certain formalism of sums of products where the summation ranges over subsets of edges satisfying a condition in Monadic Second Order Logic (MSOL), and the product ranges over weights on edges with a bounded number of case distinction also de nable in MSOL. The second consists in exploiting a tree decomposition of the graph on which the polynomial is to be computed inductively. We produce here an abstract theorem (Theorem ?? describing a very general situation where these ingredients yield polynomial time algorithms which extends the scope of applicability beyond the theorem given in CMR00b,Mak01,Mak00]. However, it is sometimes not at all obvious how to recognize whether a graph polynomial is MSOL de nable in the above sense.
The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a wide range of graph polynomials which are hard to compute on arbitrary graphs but for which the existence of polynomial time algorithms can be established for graphs of bounded tree width using directly or indirectly our general method. Our results apply to the following cases: and study their computational complexity. Our main focus is on Farrell polynomials and generating functions of graph properties. All these polynomials have a wide range of applications in in combinatorics, but also in physics, chemistry and biology. In general the worst case complexity of most these polynomials is known to be NP, or even ]P hard.
We show that such polynomials characterized by a de nability condition in the formalisms of Monadic Second Order Logic can be computed in polynomial time if restricted to graphs of tree width at most k. Abstract. (Castellano) Cosideramos varias clases de polinomios gr a cos y estudiamos la complejidad algor itmica de su computaci on. Nos concentramos en los polinomios de Farrel y en ciertas funciones generatrices de propiedades de grafos. Todos estos polinomios tienen un amplio espectro de aplicaciones en combinatoria como en f isica, qu imica y biolog ia. En general la complejidad de computaci on de estos polinomios est a acotada inferiormente por problemas completos para NP o incluso ]P. Mostramos que cuando estos polinomios se pueden expresar por medio de condiciones de nibles en l ogica mon adica de segundo orden, su computaci on para clases de grafos de ancho arb oreo acotado se puede realizar en tiempo polinomial. 
